by Jay S on 2018-07-06
Used to not care to go to the dentist, now that's changed! Very comforting experience
now.

by William S on 2018-07-02
I have not always had a good experience with dentist in the past but Dentistry By
Design is by far the best place that I have ever gone.

by William B on 2018-06-27
Great staff and very thorough work.

by John F on 2018-06-13
Always a great job by Jaime.

by Jay S on 2018-06-07
Very satisfied, very friendly staff!

by Jared M on 2018-05-26
Very caring and professional. Comfort is a priority. Very happy my family started
going here . We were new to the area and they are by far the most amazing dental
office we have ever been to.

by Anon on 2018-05-18
Best dentist in town. Friendly, helpful, discusses options, pain free.

by Robert D on 2018-05-03
From ( 1 - 10 ) I would give them a 10 !!! Everyone is friendly and very professional,
they go everything they are going to do and explain it thoroughly.

by Mac W on 2018-04-28
Such a great staff.......love seeing everyone as how many patients would travel 2 1/2
hours EACH WAY to see their dentist or to have their teeth cleaned

by Sandra G on 2018-04-23
Went in for a cavity and I got two teeth filled in where they were worn down. NICE.

by Tanner L on 2018-03-22
This was my first time every being numb. Dr. Tim explained everything to me and
made me feel at ease. I didn't feel a thing. Dr. Tim is the BEST! Everyone at the office
was super nice.

by Polly H on 2018-03-16
Dr Tim Tweedy is very friendly and explains things clearly about what a procedure will
involve. The staff is great about listening and also being clear about what will be
happening and how procedures will be handled and covered by insurance. The
experience of visiting their office is always the most enjoyable a visit to the dentist
can be.

by Joyce P on 2018-03-14
Great as always. Wonderful staff.

by Denise S on 2018-03-04
Got in quickly. They were very concerned with my comfort and asked often how I was
doing during the procedure.

by Scott C on 2018-02-24 Always a
great visit

by Sandra G on 2018-02-22
Did a great job.

by Anon on 2018-02-21
As always, Dr Tiffany was fabulous while filling my son’s cavity. She is great about
telling him what she’s doing and what to expect.

by Tamie O on 2018-01-31
Good -- received treatment for problematic teeth and things are feeling much better.
Friendly, helpful staff.

by Richard F on 2018-01-31
Very professional, friendly, concerned and excellent work.

by William L on 2018-01-31
My appointment was on time and exactly the length as projected. The work
undertaken was, at least to me, major in severity but was accomplished with just
freezing the specific locations and I did not experience what I would consider pain
(more of a discomfort) and was completely unaffected the next day. I consider this to

be part luck on my part but mostly the professionalism and technical expertise of the
staff along with state of the art equipment that provides these results.

by Anon on 2018-01-30
I am generally anxious when it comes to visiting a dentist, but the folks at Dentistry by
Design were fantastic. No more worries!

by Carri J on 2018-01-19
It was very good and I was treated with respect.

by Jeff D on 2018-01-19
Continental breakfast and brunch was cold, but the chair was comfy. It was a good
visit.

by Arne T on 2018-01-18
Looking for a great dentist———this is the place to come!!!

by John F on 2018-01-17
The experience is always very good and options offered.

by Carri J on 2018-01-14
Everyone is so kind and pleasant....I hated going to the dentist in the past....I dont feel
that way anymore...thank you.

by John D on 2018-01-06
Thank you so much for getting me in right away to take care of my tooth emergency. I
really appreciate the professional and friendly environment. I can't imagine going
anywhere else for all of my dental needs.

by Anon on 2017-12-05
Nice staff , clean environment,

by Carri J on 2017-11-30
I am most appreciative that I was able to come in on short notice as well as Dr.Tim
and staff taking care of my hurting tooth and gum.

by Emmett S on 2017-11-30
Dr Tim is AWESOME!!!!! Thank you to the ENTIRE team for lovingly caring for my
family!

by Anon on 2017-11-22
I love this dentist office! Both Tiffany and Tim are very nice and easy to talk with.
They have done excellent work on my teeth.

by Mac W on 2017-11-04 Great as
always

by Paul K on 2017-10-26
Tim and his staff are wonderful people would recommend them to anyone.

by Judy S on 2017-10-20
Drs. Tim and Tiffany are wonderful dentists. I feel they always have my best interests
at heart. I have terrible teeth and they make my mouth look the best it can possibly
be.

by Jody R on 2017-10-20

It was a great experience and I LOVED the hygienist. She was very friendly, but not
too talkative (as many are). She explained the xrays, what she was seeing and even
apologized for taking to much time. REALLY? Who does that? She was great. I
cannot say enough good things about the ENTIRE staff at Dentistry By Design.

by Rene P on 2017-10-11
Janie and Dr. Tiffany Tweedy are amazing to work with. I feel welcome and
comfortable. They are accommodating and have the latest technology to provide
dental care and help me understand the work. Thank you!

by Anon on 2017-10-10
Appointments always start on time. Staff is kind, friendly, & knowledgeable.

by Richard F on 2017-10-09 Excellent

by Carri J on 2017-09-29
Everyone was very nice and informative.

by Greg K on 2017-09-21 Always
pleasant. Great group

by Carri J on 2017-09-14
I was treated with respect and kindness, which was very comforting for me. I tend to
get a little anxious when I have a dentist appointment.

by Arne T on 2017-09-09
Dr Tim does one terrific job! None better in my opinion!!!

by Dan L on 2017-09-08
Dr. Tim explained everything he was doing during my procedure which made me feel
at ease. He made sure I was comfortable at all times. I was given post operative
instructions following my procedure and he made sure I did not have any further
questions before he left the room, Dr. Tim and Dr. Tiffany have excellent bedside
manner and treat you like family!

by Anon on 2017-09-04
I received excellent care. They definitely exceeded my expectations. I'd highly
recommend.

by Laura J on 2017-08-31 Everyone is
extremely friendly and caring

by Anon on 2017-07-26
The most pleasant experience you can imagine at a dentist with an excellent staff

by Frank H on 2017-07-25
Experience was as excellent as a visit to the dentist can be and Dr. Timothy Tweedy
did a great job on my front teeth fillings.

by John F on 2017-07-21
Jaime is the best hygienist around. Drs. Tim and Tiffany are always professional and
talented.

by Robert D on 2017-07-08
Friendly,thorough,excellent

by Cody L on 2017-07-04
Came in for my first cleaning. Excellent hygienist Lisa. Everyone is professional and
friendly! Best cleaning I have ever had.

by Thomas T on 2017-06-20
Very professional.

by Jay S on 2017-04-27
Excellent experience on a short notice.

by Anon on 2017-04-04
Kind and friendly.Does great work.Would recommend them to anybody.

by John D on 2017-03-16 Wonderful
care experience

by Mitchel S on 2017-03-15

Dr. Tim is WONDERFUL! And "Awesome Andrea" is AWESOME also!

by John F on 2017-03-07
Dr and Dr Tweedy are always thorough and patient in their care.

by Kathy P on 2017-03-04
I really appreciated the time Dr. Tim took. He and Tammy really helped me relax. I am
less afraid of dental care. My husband and I will be setting up appointments as new
patients very soon. Thank you for such a nice experience. Kathy

by Anon on 2017-02-16 Very
professional, considerate, and wonderful

by Greg S on 2017-01-27
Outstanding work and service.

by James A on 2017-01-05
In fast no pain out fast!

by Valerie N on 2017-01-04
Very satisfied.

by Mary C on 2016-12-18
not a fan of going to the dentist, but dentistry by design makes it very easy.

by James A on 2016-12-07
Everything was great! Comfort level was high. Everyone very pleasant.

by Kelly S on 2016-12-07
Great as usual

by Joyce P on 2016-11-30
Great visit

by John S on 2016-11-22
Professional, state of the art service.

by Anon on 2016-11-16 Love
our experiences at Dentistry by Design.

by Lana W on 2016-10-26
Awesome

by John F on 2016-10-25
Jaime always does an exceptional job.

by Dave S on 2016-10-05
I appreciated the rapid response for getting me in to fix a crown .

by Anon on 2016-09-27
Very good. Careful and thoughtful when working on you.

by Sunhi L on 2016-09-20
Always excellent service from the whole staff. They truly care about each and every
patient !!

by Paul M on 2016-09-20
Friendly staff. I especially liked that the staff (Andrea) introduced herself and
explained the planned procedure. The restoration by Dr Tiffany was very quick and

by Anon on 2016-09-11
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

I'm very satisfied with my experiences at Dentistry by Design. Thank you!

by Paige P on 2016-08-26
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

I Loved working Dr. Tiffany. Great experience. She and the assistant and
the hygienist were all very kind, explained everything very thoroughly, and
were fun to hang out with. As pleasant as a dentist visit can be :) Thank you
Dr. Tweedy!

by Julie W on 2016-08-26

Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Dr. Timothy Tweedy is an awesome dentist. Makes you feel so comfortable
and very easy to talk to. Great group of people!

by Joyce P on 2016-08-24
Review

for

Jamie

Voigt

Very good .

by Neal B on 2016-08-09
Review for Lisa Schroth

Excellent! On time, professional, preventative, pro-active as always!

by Jeanne B on 2016-07-08
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

I had a bicycle accident one evening and knocked my front teeth out of
alignment, breaking one of them. I could not close my mouth because they
were so far out of alignment. Dr. Tim came to his office that same night to
repair the damage. It was 11pm before my teeth were fixed. I appreciate his
willingness to give up his evening to help me. He did a great job. I
appreciate his care and concern.

by Kent E on 2016-06-24
Review for Ann

A delightful experience as usual.

by Robert D on 2016-06-21
Review for Deanna Friendly

and helpful

by John F on 2016-06-14
Review for Jamie

Excellent and expedient care as always.

by Sandra S on 2016-05-22
Review for Lisa

very pleasant, caring and knowledgeable people

by William S on 2016-05-22
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Best experience of my life. Wished I would have started going to them
years ago. Everyone there is awesome.

by Tim S on 2016-04-30
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

I had a filling replaced. Dr Tiffany Tweedy did an excellent job and made it
the easiest procedure I ever had done. Was in an out within about 20-25
mins.

by Jane S on 2016-04-23

Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

As usual, a totally positive experience. I wouldn't dream of going anywhere
else! From the office staff to the techs to the dentists.....all friendly, helpful
and professionally the best.

by Linda D on 2016-04-20
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

The quality of care that I have received from Dr. Tiffany and the entire staff
has been excellent! I would highly recommend for people of all ages!

by Anon on 2016-04-13
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Excellent care. Professional and caring staff.

by Christopher M on 2016-04-12
Review for Lisa

they take excellent care of me and I feel they are always looking out for my
best interests.

by Anon on 2016-04-01
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Always have excellent service at Dentistry by Design.
by Anon on 2016-03-16

Review for Lisa

Tiffany and her staff were incredible. Everyone is friendly! They made my
experience a good one!

by Larry E on 2016-03-09
Review for Jamie

A pleasant experience - as usual...

by Kaleb C on 2016-03-03
Review for Lisa

My wisdom tooth had started to erupt. They got me in quickly, and were
very friendly. They also explained everything about what the procedure was
going to entail. Good work

by Robert Don 2016-02-17
Review for Deanna

Friendly, answered all my questions

by Linda D on 2016-02-14
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Loved Dr.Tiffany and I was scheduled very quickly when I had a problem.

by Anon on 2016-02-13

Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

We are new patients at Dentistry by Design. Dr Tim took the time to explain
exactly what he was doing. And the 2 filings he did are the first ones that I
did not experience any pain while he was working on them. Every other
time my old dentist hit the nerve. Also the reversing agent worked
wonderful. My mouth was back to normal within an hour after leaving the
office.

by John F on 2016-02-11
Review for Jamie

Wonderful experience. Jaime is the best; very caring, compassionate and
thorough. Dr Tweedy is always available.

by Jill S on 2016-02-03
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

I always have a good experience when I come to Dentistry By Design. Both
Dr. Tim and Dr. Tiffany are so nice and very professional. My recent visit for
crown prep with Dr. Tiffany was painless. The staff is awesome too.

by Steven A on 2016-01-08
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Amazing what they can do inside of the office

by Judith P on 2016-01-05
Review for Ann

Very caring Staff and Doctors.

by Helen Y on 2015-12-30
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Dr. Tiffany is so nice and patient! Really appreciated experiencing the
Septocaine :)

by Susan B on 2015-12-09
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Friendly staff and a dentist who is extremely concerned about your personal
comfort during all phases of treatment. I highly recommend this dental
practice!

by Kerry A on 2015-12-04
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Great team

by Dan M on 2015-12-01
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy Great

as always! Thank you!!

by Jill S on 2015-11-11

Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

My appointment yesterday with Dr. Tiffany went very well. The procedure
was painless and quick. Not only is she a great dentist, she's such a nice
person.

by Matthew P on 2015-11-09
Review for April

I am always very impressed with everyone at Dentistry By Design: Tim and
Tiffany Tweedy. I moved away from the valley and now back; never thought
twice about what dentist I would use when we came back. The office is very
clean and the staff are always great. I feel very appreciated and welcome
every time I am there. They are great with kids as well! I can't think of a
better dental office to use in the valley.

by Todd S on 2015-10-26
Review for Ann

Great service, treated me very well explained everything in detail.

by Joyce P on 2015-10-23
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Great job and no pain.

by Robert D on 2015-10-13
Review for Deanna

Thorough helpful professional, glad I went

by Anon on 2015-10-01
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

I'm thrilled with my "new" teeth across the front of my mouth. Thanks, Dr.
Tim.

by Reva B on 2015-09-25
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Friendly & caring staff.
by Lorraine P on 2015-09-16
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

I never really have a problem seeing Drs.Tim or Tiffany. Starting from
setting up convenient appointments with Scheduling to getting done what
needs to get done with either DR. Most of the time when I go in, it's not just
an easy fix. (It's just me) Between the two of them, they stay at it until the
problem is solved. Everyone there is very personable, friendly and helpful.
They listen to you. I won't say I can't wait to go back but, when I do, it's like
visiting with friends.

by Jeff Z on 2015-09-05
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

The entire staff at Dentistry by Design are the best of the best I have never
felt like a number or just another patient here. Doctors Tiffany and Tim are
not only kind, caring and compassionate but passionate about what they
do.

by Anne H on 2015-09-03

Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

The appointment was quick which I really appreciated! I got in on time, had
my tooth worked on, and was able to go back to the office. Everyone was
friendly and reassuring - they know I have a bit of a phobia.

by John F on 2015-09-01
Review for Jamie

Great service and painless dentistry.

by Kathy S on 2015-08-27
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

When we move out of state we are seriously considering returning for
dental appointments. Enough said.

by Jayne S on 2015-08-19
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Professional care, personal touch. Would never think of changing providers.

by Anon on 2015-08-19
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

No wait. Everyone made an effort to make sure I was comfortable
throughout the procedure.

by Neal B on 2015-07-29

Review for Deanna

The staff at Dentistry By Design continues to do excellent work and take
great care of my family of five. They do a wonderful job managing
preventive care and "watching" areas of risk so they can plan courses of
action before you have an unexpected issue.

by Scott C on 2015-07-24
Review for Ann Friendly

and professional

by Kathy S on 2015-07-23
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Dr. Tim understands my anxiety due to horrible experiences at the dentist
as a child. He is kind and caring and provides exemplary service and really
cares about me as a patient.

by Raymond G on 2015-07-11
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Great experience. Time used efficiently

by Timothy Ron 2015-06-24
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

As a lifelong detist-fearer, I'm so happy to have finally found an office that
has made me comfortable! The entire staff is super nice, helpful, patient,
and ready to make your experience as pleasant as possible. I'm no longer
apprehensive about having my dental work done thanks to Dr. Tiffany
Tweedy and everyone there. Thanks!!

by Susan B on 2015-06-17
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Dr. Tweedy is very concerned with your comfort during your visit. The staff
is incredibly friendly, as well. I actually enjoy going to the dentist!

by Joyce P on 2015-06-13
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Things went wonderfully well. Thank You

by Sabina Z on 2015-06-12
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

I appreciate how the doctor educated me on what he was doing as he was
working on my filling. Also the education on dental care provided to my 6
year old was much appreciated. Thank you, you are a great team and we
are happy to have you as our dental service provider. -Sabina

by Ann G on 2015-06-10
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

I am always happy with the Tweedy work and their entire organization.
Everybody that works there treats me like a friend when I walk in the door.
Thanks.

by Anon on 2015-06-07

Review for Ann Lutz

Very nice place and great staff.

by Joyce P on 2015-06-03
Review for Jamie

Everyone is so considerate and helpful and also do an excellent job.

by Anon on 2015-05-21
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

I needed an emergency root canal. I was in and out in less than an hour!
excellent dentistry and service, as we have come to expect from these
professionals.

by Nicole P on 2015-05-13
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Tiffany was wonderful. Patient, friendly and is great at explaining and going
over options! I broke a tooth and she was able to get me in right away to fix
the problem. Tooth looks great!!!
by Frank H on 2015-05-02
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Had a tooth pulled. Everything was done very professionally and without
problem. I was in and out in less than an hour and have had no problems.

by Heather T on 2015-04-29

Review for Deanna

Awesome!

by Anon on 2015-04-29
Review for Deanna

Fast, friendly, thorough and caring. Not a single thing to complain about.

by Robin K on 2015-04-22
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

very good visit. all work was done as described. was told ahead of time
what was being done, much appreciated. great job.

by Angela H on 2015-04-17
Review for Lisa

My appointment was great! The Staff is always welcoming and friendly and
made me feel at home.

by Anon on 2015-04-17
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Always impressed!

by William L on 2015-04-10

Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

My experience has been Dr. Timothy Tweedy, and staff, consistently
perform at the highest level of professionalism. Please read between the
lines as this statement is intended to imply that all of my dental
requirements have been met and exceeded, from a health, functional and
artistic perspective. I must also commend the staff as I have challenged
them with some unique insurance programs and I was shown a "can do"
attitude that provided a win-win for all. I am very difficult to impress but Dr.
Tweedy and staff truly "walk-the walk" and they take care of your "talk".

by Mitchell W on 2015-03-26
Review for Jamie

The exam is thorough and goes quickly. Everyone in the office is friendly
and helpful.
by Lorraine P on 2015-03-10
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

My experiences at Dentistry By Design are always good ones. Everyone is
always so friendly and helpful, from the Dentists, Assistants, Hygenists and
Receptionists. They work appointments out with my schedule, and wait for
me to decide when I want or need work done. They won't go in and do work
until they are sure it's needed and I understand what and when it needs to
be done. They explain pretty much what they are doing while they are doing
a procedure (recently a root canal) and I felt I understood what he did when
I was done. I am never nervous about going in for my appointments. Lori

by Michael R on 2015-03-03
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Easy to schedule, extremely friendly and professional staff, all issues with
billing and insurance coverage taken care of, beautiful facility, and a great
dentist that does tremendous work. Did I say virtuall pain free? I'm not crazy
about needles and this was a breeze.

by Joyce P on 2015-02-04
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Excellent. I was very pleased.

by Roy F on 2015-02-03
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Dentistry by Design consistently provides caring, efficient, and professional
services.

by Jerry R on 2015-01-30
Review for Ann

Good people and great experience

by Jennifer H on 2015-01-20
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

I

wouldn't go anywhere else.

by Jane S on 2015-01-16
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

As usual, wonderful! Your office has the best people anywhere. I am always
treated with incredible kindness and respect. And my mouth and teeth get
the best care possible!
NPS:

by Nick K on 2015-01-14
Review for Deanna

Good experience with friendly people.
by Mark C on 2015-01-09
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy Great

job. Left ahead ofschedule.

by Theodore M on 2014-12-18
Review for Ann

Awesome! You guys are always great!

by Michael R on 2014-12-11
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Great staff, friendly, professional, always available.

by Kert D on 2014-12-10
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

The process went smooth and thanks for answering all my questions.

by Anon on 2014-12-09

Review for Jamie

The service provided is always excellent and the entire atmosphere is
wonderful. You have a great staff.

by Greg K on 2014-11-27
Review for Lisa

Lisa was fantastic as always. See you in 6 months!

by Anon on 2014-11-21
Review for Ann Lutz

I've been going to Dentistry By Design for years. Always a very welcoming
atomsphere and the patients best interests in mind.

by Anon on 2014-11-07
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Tammy was awesome!! Dr Tim is awesome too;)

by Kathryn O on 2014-10-28
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

I appreciate how discreet the staff is when performing uncomfortable
procedures. You don't see the needles and tools; they are swift and
efficient. They endeavor to make the best of an undesireable situation--after
all, who really likes to go to the dentist?!?

by Anon on 2014-10-24
Review for Kim

Excellent care, wonderful staff and all around great experience. Family
friendly and I highly recommend!

by Kathy S on 2014-10-17
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

I was weary when Dr. Don left the practice because of my poor experience
with the dentist as a child. He was always aware of my anxiety and was
certain to be attentive to my needs. Dr. Tim has embraced the same
attentiveness and his passion for making his patients comfortable during
treatment has continued. We have been patients at the clinic for more than
eighteen years and highly recommend it.

by Anon on 2014-10-08
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Tiffany is a very supportive, encouraging professional. I had three fillings
done and she constantly made sure I was comfortable.

by Anon on 2014-10-04
Review

for

Kim

Great as

always

by Anon on 2014-09-26
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Excellent experience , get staff and Dr's No pain

by Larry E on 2014-09-25
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

It is always a pleasant experience to visit the office and I feel the staff is
sincerely interested in doing their best to take care of my teeth.

by Rick D on 2014-09-11
Review for Lisa S

Professional and courteous staff and doctors.
by Larry E on 2014-08-21
Review for Jamie

Very professional.

by Neal B on 2014-08-08
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Great as always. Love the staff and the service!

by Paul Mon 2014-08-05
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Excellent caring attitude from everyone.

by Denise S on 2014-07-29

Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Everyone was very pleasant. Can't say I enjoyed it, but it was as good as
dental work can be:)

by John D on 2014-07-18
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Wonderful , caring, professional people . Can't say enough about how i feel
completely cared for the minute I step in the door. I feel I receive the
highest level of dental care possible. I highly recommend Dentistry By
Design to anyone of any age. They are simply the BEST!

by Mary F on 2014-07-14
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

As always, excellent! Dr. Tim noted a hole in my tooth and is always
proactive. He repaired it to prevent a cavity. I appreciate all of you. That's
why I commute from GB for my appointments. Thank you for all you do.

by Craig N on 2014-07-08
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Great service, great work, great experience.

by Karen E on 2014-07-01
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

The Tweedy's and their staff always take great care of me!

by Wendy A on 2014-06-04
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Tiffany is the best! The team goes above and beyond to make sure you feel
comfortable and special....WOW!

by Larry E on 2014-05-07
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

A pleasant experience. Very caring staff and great service.

by Anon on 2014-05-06
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Procedure was provided comfortably and efficiently.

by William L on 2014-05-03
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Always meet or exceed expectations.

by Polly H on 2014-04-19
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Tim did a great job getting my cavity filled. The staff is always friendly and
fun and I appreciated their patience while my sister and I had some fun on
their time!

by Lana W on 2014-04-17

Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Always friendly and yet professional. Very prompt. Quality is number one!

by Anon on 2014-04-11
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Very nice and helpful staff! They do great work! Will get you in ASAP if
needed!

by Sandra S on 2014-04-10
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Dentistry by Design has it all!! Drs. Timothy and Tiffany Tweedy are
excellent! They are personable, patient, knowledgeable, extremely skilled in
their profession and techniques, and not a bit scary!!! The hygienists and
office staff are also extremely knowledgeable, friendly high quality
professionals who obviously enjoy their work and helping patients' with their
needs and/or concerns. My family has been going to Dentistry By Design
since the day they began and highly recommends them for your dental and
oral health care with no hesitation. Give them a call. They will give you
excellent care.

by Sunhi L on 2014-04-09
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

The best dentists and staff in Neenah, hands down !!!!

by Paul M on 2014-03-28

Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Very accommodating to get me in on a short notice for an acute dental
problem. As always, the entire staff is polite, concerned and professional

by Henry E on 2014-03-22
Review for Kim

The whole team is the reason I keep coming back to your office. I almost
look forward to my next visit. Thanks for making dental care an event that I
no longer dread. Every one of you makes each visit a positive experience.
Thank You.

by Wanda E on 2014-03-21
Review for Ann

I become very anxious when i have to go to the dentist, even for cleaning.
Dr Tim and all the staff, do their very best to calm me. They are all just the
best!

by Anon on 2014-03-20
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Excellent friendly service

by Amy L on 2014-03-05
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

I recommend them every chance I get!

by Leanne S on 2014-02-26
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Love this office! Everyone here is so friendly and they truly care about their
patients!

by Bruce P on 2014-02-19
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Love the staff! Very personable! Very welcoming!!! Great work on my
teeth!!!

by Arthya P on 2014-02-14
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

After 26 years of cavity-free, I had my first procedure done by Dr. Tim
Tweedy. A bit nervous at the start, but after how they were really careful,
meticulous, and explained every single procedure they were about to do, I
knew I am in good hands.

by John W on 2014-02-05
Review for Jamie Voigt

Professional, proficient, caring. Drs and staff. I'm a long time patient, and I'll
never change. Whoever is looking for excellent dental care, look here first,
that'll save you the time looking elsewhere. John W- Neenah

by Allyson K on 2014-01-29

Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Took care of what I needed right away. Everything went smoothly.

by Daniel B on 2014-01-17
Review for Lisa

Everyone is so great to work with...from the staff at the front desk, to the
dentists and everyone in between!! Always professional and friendly...would
recommend to anyone!

by Catherine M on 2014-01-03
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

I have and will continue to recommend Dentistry By Design to everyone I
know. I recently had a root canal done for the first time so needless to say I
was extremely nervous. The dental assistant was so understanding and
reassuring. I immediately felt at ease and was actually able to relax during
the procedure. They even gave me a headset to listen to music to help calm
some nerves. The entire staff at Dentistry by Design seem to enjoy their
jobs and it shows every time! Thank you!

by Anon on 2014-01-01
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

I always feel comfortable at my appointments. The staff asks about and
listens to any concerns I may have.

by Sharon B on 2013-12-28
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Best root canal ever!!! Never laughed so hard having dental work done!

by Mark J on 2013-12-16
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

TIM AND HIS WIFE ARE GOOD PEOPLE. ANY BODY THAT CAN WORK
ON MY TEETH AND COME OUT ALIVE IS A GOOD PERSON. THE
GIRLS ARE GOOD THAT WORK IN THE FRONT. MY MISTLETOE
PRLJECT DID NOT WORK. I THINK I WILL BRING SOME DONUTS FOR
CHRISTMAS. WHATS THIS ABOUT TAMMY. I THINK SHE IS SCARED
ABOUT MY TEETH OR SCARED ABOUT MY SMIILELY FACE . SAY
HELLO TO EVERYONE, MERRY CHRISTMAS.
by Frank H on 2013-12-12
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Excellent service. I broke a tooth late afternoon. They were able to fit me in
the very next morning and Dr. Timothy was able to take care of my tooth
rapidly. Great service . . . very much appreciated!

by John S on 2013-12-11
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Professional,thorough & efficient.

by Richard F on 2013-12-03
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Very satisfied with the service provided.

by Kathryn B on 2013-12-03

Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

I was made so comfortable during my procedure: sunglasses, headphones,
blanket and a device to help with TMJ pain. Additionally, Dr. Tweedy and
her staff take care to check continuously on comfort levels during the
procedure. This was the second "biggest" procedure I've had, and this one
was very comfortable.
by Jody R on 2013-11-20
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Once again, the staff at Dentisty by Design did not disappointment. No
offense, but going to the dentist is not my favorite thing in the world and
when you have to get a new crown, it is even worse. From the moment I
walked in to the moment I left, I felt like I was the most important person in
the place. Dr. Tim and his assistant were caring and concerned about me
and my needs, seeming to know when I needed a break before I even did. I
am SO glad that my husband had to go to them as required by the Military
or we would have not have even known how great they are. I could not be
happier with Dr. Tim and his staff.

by Greg K on 2013-11-09
Review for Lisa

Lisa is awesome! You pick your team members well.

by Karen E on 2013-11-01
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Fabulous work and treatment as always! I enjoy talking with each and every
staff member - they are all very professional, encouraging, and helpful.
Unfortunately the dentist's office makes me feel anxious, but Dr's Tweedy
and staff go above and beyond to make sure I'm comfortable before, during
and after the dental work is completed.

by Sandra S on 2013-10-30
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

As a long time patient at Dentistry by Design, I continue to highly
recommend them. The entire staff is knowledgeable, friendly, stays up-todate on dentistry procedures and information and cares about their patients
like they are family members. You don't ever have to be afraid at Dentistry
by Design! They will take expert care of your dental needs.

by Julie P on 2013-10-22
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Awesome as usual! Love you guys and the endodontist complimented my
teeth!

by Kelly S on 2013-10-18
Review for Jamie Voigt

Everyone as usual was very kind and helpful. You are appreciated. :)

by Stephen P on 2013-10-18
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

You guys are the best! In and out in no time with complete comfort. I love
the staff, the Dr. has great"bed-side" manner and it is always so pleasant to
visit your folks.

by Cindy K on 2013-10-17

Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

Tiffany, thanks for your gentleness while working on my teeth. I appreciated
you asking me several times if things were okay.

by Stephen H on 2013-10-16
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Amazing dental work and amazing service crew.

by Anon on 2013-10-05
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Top notch...as always

by Paul M on 2013-10-05
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Excellent staff, very accommodating.

by Marsha B on 2013-10-01
Review for Deanna

Once again I dreaded my cleaning, but my hygenist put me at ease and did
a very thorough and gentle job.

by Judy G on 2013-08-30

Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Excellent dental care & friendly staff

by John S on 2013-08-21
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Professional staff. Painless experience.

by Julie W on 2013-08-10
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

The whole staff is very friendly and personable. They really do make you
feel comfortable

by Lisa S on 2013-08-06
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

One of my biggest fears was realized when Dr Tim said ... Root Canal!!
Yikes! After a lot of whining, a little sweating and even some bartering with
god I admitted there was no escaping the dreaded root canal. Now as Dr
Tim put it TaaaaDaaaa ...no more pain!! Root Canals ... You don't scare me
anymore Thanks D by D crew ! You rock!

by Anon on 2013-06-14
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Had a 7am appointment for an old silver filling and was out with a new filling
in about 30 minutes. Overall, it as a great experience with the team there.

by William L on 2013-06-01
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

Thank you.

by Frank H on 2013-05-15
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

My visit was to repair a chipped tooth. The service was done quickly and
competently. I was out of there in 20 minutes and eating in an hour. I
wouldn't go to any other dentists.

by Jane S on 2013-04-30
Review for Dr. Tiffany Tweedy

As always, Dr. Tiffany was fantastic!

by Cheryl B on 2013-04-27
Review for Dr. Timothy Tweedy

The root canal done on Friday went smoothly. Dr. Tim & his assistant did a
good job. They were professional and quick since I thought it would take 2
hours for the root canal. Thanks!!

by Anon on 2013-04-26
Excellent

by Karen E on 2013-04-05

As always, great job! I'm a huge fan of the Tweedy's and their staff - can't say enough
good about the way they accomodate their patients and take such good care of us!

by Anon on 2013-03-28
Dentistry by design is the friendliest and most sincere dentist office I have ever
visited. They are extremely competent and have improved my dental health
significantly. They are experts at cosmetic dentistry and have made my teeth look
great while making it affordable as well.

by Karen E on 2013-03-21
As always, I cannot say enough good about Dr's Tweedy and Dentistry By Design. I
saw Dr. Tiffany yesterday and she took great care of me. I am not a big fan of going
to the dentist, but she took great pains to make sure I was comfortable. Since I must
visit the dentist's office, I will not go anywhere else but Dentistry by Design. Thank
you, everyone (I can't start naming names - because I'll surely forget someone!).

by Robin K on 2013-03-19
My cleaning was an excellent experience, would recommend to anyone who asked.
Very thorough, and professionally done!

by Sandra S on 2013-03-19
As always, an excellent dental experience with highly skilled staff and friendly people
as well. If you need dental services, contact Dentistry by Design!

by John S on 2013-03-15
Thorough and professional.

by William B on 2013-03-05
Emergency visit and they got me in early in the morning, addressed my need and
ensured i was comfortable throughout the time there. Will I come back, of course, I
need to get the crown in two weeks! Kidding aside, have always had a great
experience at DbyD. thanks,

by Anon on 2013-03-04
I always like dealing with the staff... such nice people. I've already sent two other
family members to Dentistry By Design.

by Tanner P on 2013-02-24
as always, I had a good experience at the dentist. I was just having my teeth cleaned.
no cavities! Yeah!

by Kalyn L on 2013-02-16
Thank you to Lisa for making the appointment fun for Kalyn and for really hitting a
home run on encouraging her to brush...A LOT BETTER! She is such a happy kid

and easily distracted that I am thankful to have the encouragement for Kalyn from
another adult.

by Catherine H on 2013-02-16
i am so glad you asked for feedback. this crown work was absolutely the best
experience i have ever had with dental work. i am really happy i switched dentists to
Your office. all the technicians are thughtful and so empathetic, dr. T is polite and
cheerful. best shot ever, gentle technique. all great. thanks!

by Paul M on 2013-02-06
Very prompt and attentive staff.

by Anon on 2013-02-06
Absolutely the best dentist I have ever met.

by Jerry R on 2013-01-30
Very Friendly people. Good experience. Its even better when no problems are found

by Gary L on 2013-01-26

Very happy to have my dental work finished. My new teeth look great and I have my
smile back. Thank you so much Dr.Tim and staff. Dentistry by Design is just
great..............

by Paul M on 2013-01-08
Always friendly staff! They were able to work me in for an unexpected problem.
Thanks!

by Anon on 2013-01-08
quality and efficient work

by Gary L on 2013-01-04
You can say I got my smile back, and it feels good. On January 3rd Dr. Tim put in
place my new 2 front teeth. He put in a total of 3 new front top teeth. He and his
assistant Tammy did a great job. From my first visit with them back in September to
my last visit on the 3rd of January they have given me care. They both made me feel
at ease at all of my appointments, and let me know at all tomes just what they were
going to do. Dr. Tim, Tammy and the office team want you to be very satisfied with
there work. And I am totally satisfied of what they did for me. My wife Rosie and my
two daughters Amanda and Ashley have told me it is great to see me smile again. If
you need some dental work done, make an appointment to see Dr. Tim or Dr. Tiffany
and his staff at Dentistry By Design. You will be very happy you did.

by Gary L on 2012-12-13
Dr. Tim and his staff are Great! They make you feel so at ease, and Dr. Tim explains
exactly what he is going to do and makes me feel very comfortable. I'm am so very

happy to have found Dentistry By Design. I still have more work to be done on my
teeth. I now know Dr. Tim and his team will do a great job and I will be very pleased.

by Gary L on 2012-12-13
Once again I have to thank Dr. Tim and his great staff for all that they have done for
me on my last dental visit. I must admit I was not looking forward to a 3 hour
appointment. But Dr. Tim and staff made me feel so at ease, and they explain just
what they are going to do through the whole procedure. I still have some work to be
done, but I am actually looking forward to my next 2 appointments. I want to be able
to smile once again, and I have Dr. Tim and his staff to thank for that. Thank you all
so very much.

by Henry E on 2012-11-28
The staff at Dentistry by Design have always been courteous and professional. My
latest visit was no different. Thank you for making it easy to come to the dentist.

by Mark C on 2012-11-27
I had a very thorough exam by Dr. Tim. The dental hygienest gave me many tips on
taking better care of my teeth.

by Dorothy R on 2012-10-30
I have been to many dentists in the USA and Central America so have had lots of
experience with all kinds of Dentists. My experience with Dentistry by Design has
been extremely nice and satisifying. Both Dentists are kind and do an excellent job.

by Anon on 2012-10-23

Very professional, explained all work ahead of time, checked often on pain & comfort
level. Helped with timing on insurance coverage. Good People.

by Anon on 2012-10-13
I had a really old filling replaced on Friday. Dr Tweedy did an awesome job! Thanks!

by Frank H on 2012-09-29
Most of my visits are for cleaning and a check-up. The dental hygienists have always
been pleasant and competent. My last visit was for a semi-emergency. A piece of one
tooth had broken off, but I was in no pain. Fortunately the I was able to retrieve the
piece. The receptionists were excellent at working me in in a timely manner. Dr.
Tweedy was able to re-attach the broken piece quickly and get me on my way. I've
been a patient there for many years and have always had a good experience no
matter what the reason for my visit. I always highly recommend Dentistry by Design
whenever I have the opportunity.

by Joel W on 2012-09-11
I use to avoid the dentist as much as possible until I switched to Dentistry by Design.
They have made my teeth and gums healthy and now they are fixing them
cosmetically. Dr. Tiffany is a perfectionist and ensures both me and my wife are
happy with the way my teeth look. When Andrea greets me with that big smile, I know
the rest of my day is going to be great. Andrea Rocks too! I have had excellent
experiences with both Dr. Tiffany and Dr. Tim.

by John S on 2012-09-01
I was treated like I had been coming to your office for years. All of you really know
how to make patient feel welcomed and comfortable. Just a little surprised I did not
get a piece candy for good behavior. Thanks for caring! That is hard to fine.

by Gary F on 2012-08-28
consistently pleasant & knowledable staff. Tim has an excellant "customer repoir". All
in all it was a very drilling experience.

by Robert O on 2012-08-28
Great people. As always, excellence!

by Gary L on 2012-08-24
I want to thank Dr. Tim and his wonderful staff for all the care and concern shown to
me on my first and second visit to Dentistry By Design. The work I had done was pain
free. I can actually say I am locking forward to my next visits and the excellent care I
will be receiving from Dr. Tim or Tiffany and their staff. Thank you so very much.

by Jeanne L on 2012-08-20
I wanted to say thanks for a wonderful visit...as usual! After Andrea brought me back
for my dental work, Nancy was walking through and saw me dressed in summer
clothing. She asked if I would like a blanket and I accepted her offer. A few minutes
later she arrived carrying a blanket that she had tightly wrapped in her arms next to
her chest. Nancy opened it up and put it over my legs. It was delightfully soft and
warm as she had heated it up in the dryer before covering me up. I asked if this was a
dental office or a spa! What amazing customer service. I had a seriously great time
with Andrea and Tiffany as well. I sincerely enjoy my time with your staff. They are
talented, personable and caring. Thank you kindly for the superb care.

by William K on 2012-07-21
Thank you for taking the time to explain things so nicely to and for William.

by Kristi H on 2012-07-07
Again....couldn't be happier with my switch from an average to less than average
dentist to Denistry by Design. I'm amazed by everything from the comfortable
surrounding, to the quality of the entire staff, to the commplete and thorough care of
Dr. Tim and Tiffany. Quality, top-notch care all the way around!!

by Jody R on 2012-06-29
Once again, I am surprised at the kindness and concern of the entire staff. They not
only cleaned my teeth like never before, but took care of some pain that I was
experiencing. I cannot say enough good things about Dr. Timothy and his staff!

by Mark B on 2012-06-23
What a great group of people. They make a npt so pleasant experience tolerable, as
usual. I can't imagine going anywhere else. They really DO care about me and my
health. Thanks Dr Tim and staff !

by Anon on 2012-06-19
I am one of the many that avoided going to the dentist for quite some time because of
irrational fears. I finally made an appointment for a cleaning and was told I had
several cavities that needed to be filled. I was given the option to do this in one sitting
or over as many sitting as I needed. While my cavities were being filled I was given
headphones with Pandora internet radio. I was constantly being asked if i was doing
okay and given "breaks" when I needed them. I felt completely comfortable during the
entire experience. I would recommend Dentistry by Design to everyone. I couldn't
have asked for a better experience. Thank you!

by Dorothy R on 2012-06-08
Everyone at this dentistry is kind and caring. I used to dread going to a Dentist but I
must admit I enjoy this one. They are so thorough and they explain everything they
are doing to your mouth. Never have I felt any pain and the equipment is the latest.

by Roy F on 2012-06-05
I needed to be seen for an emergency, and Dr. Tiffany graciously stayed after normal
hours to complete the work.

by Jody R on 2012-05-18
Considering I was in the chair for almost 2 hours, I was extremely pleased with the
service and how wonderful everyone is. The fact that the doctor was so willing and
able to change the "game plan" because of what he saw on teh x-ray and the fact that
he looking out for my best interest is a wonderful change of pace. I am so happy my
husband had to go to this office for the Army or we may have never found you!!

by Geraldin S on 2012-05-11
This was my first encounter with a new dentist aafter over 40 years with my family
dentist. I was treated like someone important even though I was not an established
patient. I got an appointment and was treated promptly. Dr. Tim and Katrina
explained everything they were doing as they went along and the procedure was over
before I expected it. Sandy and Nancy have also been great! I will definitely be back
and will recommend this office to my family and friends!

by Karen E on 2012-04-10
I cannot say enough good things about Drs. Tim & Tiffany Tweedy and their staff.
Yesterday, Dr. Tiffany took care of my dental work. She and Andrea (I think!) took
great pains to make sure I was comfortable and I want them to know I am so grateful.
The dentist's office is far from my preferred destination...on any day. They are aware
of that and I am so appreciative!

by Anon on 2012-04-07
Dr. Tim is great with kids!!

by Loren B on 2012-03-08

Doctors.Tim & Tiffany Tweedy have taken the anxiety out of dentistry with a great
careing and profesional staff along with Tim & Tiffany's caring work and knoweledge
that they share with you. I don't mind going to the dentist anymore.

by William R on 2012-03-01
They take good care of me at D by D

by Wanda E on 2012-02-25
Dentistry by Design is the BEST!! Everyone is friendly and considerate. They care
about you as a person, not just a patient #.

by John A on 2012-02-14
I appreciated that you took the time and effort to be sure I was properly numbed. I am
problematic in that aspect and putting my comfort at high importance meant a lot.

by Mark L on 2012-02-02
Great service. It could not be any better

by Anon on 2012-02-02
Last fall my mouth was in very bad shape. Lisa spent hours working on my teeth and
gums. She was determined to make my teeth and gums healthy. My visit yesterday
was great! The 7s and 8s are now mostly 2s and 3s. Lisa is an awesome hygienist!

by Scott O on 2012-01-12
Thank you for no pain when removing the old crown!!!!!!!!

by Chuck Z on 2012-01-06
My experiences are always the best. Thanks so much for the smile mine and the staff
always. Believe it or not I do enjoy going to the dentist!!!!

by Kent Z on 2011-12-30
I have been going to Dentistry by Design for years and they have always treated me
like family. They were more concerned about my teeth then I used to be, but they
taught me how to care for my teeth and maintain the work that I have had done over
the years.

by Sharon B on 2011-12-17
One of the least uncomfortable crown preps ever. Fast and no discomfort or pain
(except for the injection).

by Jill S on 2011-12-15
On Dec. 14th, I was in to see Dr. Tim for crown prep. During the procedure, he asked
me several times how I was doing, and every- thing went very well with no pain! Not
only is he a very good dentist, he's also a super nice guy.

by Jeff Z on 2011-11-18
Thank you Dr Tweety and Staff You keep me smiling

by Kristi H on 2011-11-17
As a person covered by insurance provided by a small business, I have been used to
not having great insurance. Before moving to Dentistry by Design, I was at another
dental office. I knew that with our insurance, I probably wasn't getting the best dental
care, but assumed that at least we were getting the best price. Not so much. After
finding out that I needed to have some major dental work done, I followed a dear
friend's suggestion to at least compare the price I was given to by my dentist to what
Dentistry by Design would charge. Imagine my surprise when I found out the
Dentistry by Design was even more affordable than my "walmart" style dentist. To
come here and have the level of care, attention to detail and quality dentistry has
been a true blessing. Dentistry by Design has been such a positive switch, I can't
believe that I settled for less for so long. Thank you to the entire team at Dentistry by

Design....what a joy it is to be a part of such a positive dental experience!!! Plus...I
love the new counters :)

by Retta W on 2011-10-20
This was probably one of the best dentist appointments I have ever had that required
fillings and such. I will definitely be less anxious next time and may not even dread
going to the dentist anymore.

by Arne T on 2011-10-13
CONSIDERING I'M NOT FOND OF DENTISTS IN GENERAL ----IT NOW
BEHOOVES ME TO DO AN ABOUT FACE AND THANK DR. TWEEDY FOR
MAKING MY TIME IIN HIS CHAIR VERY COMFORTABLE,RELAXING AND
STRESS FREE. I'M WHAT IS KNOWN AS A "GAGGER" WHEN ANYTHING
COMES EVEN CLOSE TO MY TONGUE. DR, TWEEDY DOES A GREAT JOB OF
WORKING AROUND MY "GAG" PROBLEM. LIKE I SAID, "I DON'T REALLY LIKE
DENTISTS", BUT, THIS TWEEDY GUY'IS A GOOD ONE

by Lana W on 2011-10-12
One filling fifteen minutes wow

by Kelly S on 2011-09-24
As usuall...The visit was great. It always feels like family. Thanks guy's :)

by Anon on 2011-09-24
All staff at are very nice and non-judgemental. I have neglected my teeth for several
yeers. The last dentist I use to see would have ripped me a new one. This place did
not. They were very nice to me. Also, everyone That works there, both Dr. Tweedys
and all staff,have great teeth. they are walking proof of what this place can do.

by Chuck Z on 2011-09-23
THANKS I ALWAYS FEEL THAT MY TREATMENTS ARE DONE
PROFESSIONALLY

by Charles M on 2011-09-23
Tiffany and her assistant (Andrea?) did an awesome job on preparing the tooth and
then fitting the temporary cap. They made me feel comfortable while performing the
dental work. The temporsary cap feels great; thanks!

by Jayne S on 2011-08-19
Awesome care, Compassionate employees. Wouldn't think of going anywhere else.
My friend drives from Manitowoc to come here!

by Monica N on 2011-08-16
Jamie and Dr. Tim were outstanding as always. Love the new decor in the office.

by Sandra S on 2011-08-04
Excellent care and service. Very sensitive to your needs.

by Megan B on 2011-08-01

Great experience as always and fast. My husband and I drive an hour to go there for
all our dental needs and it is WELL worth it. Thanks for everything and see you for
our next cleaning!

by Jim V on 2011-07-14
Wonderful Job. Always a pleasure to see such an "up-beat" crew. Thanks!

by Polly H on 2011-06-29
had a filling done and things went quickly and everything was explained clearly as the
procedure was done. Thanks Tim - see you December 15 at A Christmas Carol at the
P.A.C.!!
by Reva B on 2011-06-22
Always have a positive experience with your office.

by Anon on 2011-06-21
It was a very pleasant experience. The cleaning was thorough, I was fully covered for
the x-ray and the dental hygenist was excellent and well educated. I would highly
recommend this office.

by Kris L on 2011-06-16
Great people!

by Anon on 2011-06-08
Great job and not too bad considering I was at the dentist.

by Susan B on 2011-05-31
The staff at Dentistry by Design is always so nice and accomodating. The recently
redecorated waiting room looks lovely! It is always a pleasure to visit - even when you
have a cavity!

by Mary K on 2011-05-17
Went well, fast in and out. The job is done.

by Jeanne L on 2011-05-03
My experience was excellent as usual. Jamie is such a terrific lady to spend time with.
She has always had a smile on her face and her gentle spirit is wonderful. Jamie was
so kind to work around my little Vincent as she cleaned my teeth. She was patient
with him and encouraging to me. Thanks to all of your staff for taking such good care
of us!

by Matthew S on 2011-04-28
I really enjoy going to Dentistry By Design. They are always very friendly and have
words of encouragement for you, as well as a focal point for your next visit. They are
very flexible with scheduling. A great place for all your dental needs!

by Richard C on 2011-04-25
Hard to believe that going to the dentist can be a pleasant experience, but it is here!
Both Timothy and Tiffany are wonderful, and they've brought together a staff that is
personable and caring.

by Kristi H on 2011-04-22
This was my first regularly scheduled appointment at Denistry by Design. Prior to
coming over here, I was at a facility that was more like "Denistry to the Masses". I felt
like I was one of many, and although I think the care was okay, I assumed at least the
cost was probably the best..you know, like Walmart, only in Denistry. WRONG!! The
services at Denistry by Design were more affordable across the board, but best of
all...the care is SO much different. I have not had as thorough of an exam or cleaning
EVER! I am thrilled and will be switching my children over for their next cleanings too.
Excellent job!

by Mary K on 2011-04-20
Every thing went great. No problems.

by Kelly S on 2011-04-14
For as long as I have been going to Dentistry by Design ( And it's been along time )I
have always been treated like family.All of them from the dentists to the
receptionists...Their GREAT!!!!

by Gerald T on 2011-04-12
Thank you both for making me feel so relax for work I don't like to have done. You
both do excellent work. You have a friendly family there that make me feel like I'm
welcome. Jerry and LuAnn Thorson

by Anon on 2011-03-31
The ladies at the front desk are always good at answering questions. The dental care
is excellent.

by Andrea D on 2011-03-27
I've been going to Dentistry by Design for about 2 years now and have never been
disappointed. Their customer service is excellent. Tim and Tiffany are open and easy
to talk to. I love it that they mostly care about my dental health, and if I choose to
work on a cosmetic aspect, that's fine, but they do not push me to do anything that
I'm not comfortable with.

by Anon on 2011-03-23
Good experience. Nice place. Nice people.

by Lana W on 2011-03-17
EVERYBODY IN YOUR OFFICE IS FRIENDLY AND READY TO HELP.

by Scott G on 2011-03-02
There is no better group of dental professionals that you can trust than at Dentistry by
Design . From the friendly faces at the reception desk, to the hygenists, to the
dentists, I trust them all and actually enjoy having a dentist appointment. In fact I was
laughing so hard I was crying while getting some work done! The pride that they all
take in the work that they do has kept my family of 5 a very loyal and happy patient
for over 10+ years. These professionals will be your last stop when looking for a
family dentist. They continue to exceed expectations.

by Mary Z on 2011-03-02
I really am uneasy about going to a dentist but both Timothy and Tiffany have been
very accommodating and do everything they can to help me be more at ease,
everyone at the office is very friendly and make you feel welcomed. I was referred by
a friend and I would definitely refer someone to them.

by Anon on 2011-03-02

I'm always treated with utmost respect and am always impressed with the
professionalism of each member of your staff.

by Dan M on 2011-02-24
You guys provide a layed back, yet professional setting, very comfortable!

by Charles M on 2011-02-23
Everyone is friendly and profesional.

by Sandra S on 2011-02-16
Entire staff is professional, friendly, helpful, experienced, talented and truly is
concerned about the patient's care and comfort.

by Karen E on 2011-02-16
Wonderful service...as always!

by Amy L on 2011-02-01
The front desk staff are always friendly and efficient. Dr. Tim and his office staff are
on time, attentive to any pain/discomfort, thorough and oh so nice. Dr Tim is great at
giving explanations and offering treatment options. Wouldn't dream of going
anywhere else. :)

by Joy C on 2011-01-24

Dr. Tiffany is so caring and personable and makes this experience as pleasant as it
can be at all times. Her compasion for her patients is more than I have ever seen
from any Dr. or Dentist and I have been to many!! She truely cares for her patients!!!

by Mitchell W on 2011-01-19
good times, no cavities, can't complain

by Wesley B on 2011-01-07
Always quality and friendly service

by Megan B on 2011-01-07
Great and friendly as always

by Joy C on 2011-01-05
Great Dental practice with kind and compasionate dental team.

by Anon on 2011-01-04
Friendly staff in a clean, well ordered office.

by John S on 2011-01-02
Major work was done as promised, with the expertience you would expect

by Dorothy R on 2010-12-20
It is a great experience to have such good techs helping the Dentists and the
equipment is first rate.

by Peter M on 2010-12-15
Everyone has such a great "bedside/chairside" manner.

by Stephen P on 2010-12-14
I'm always impressed with DBD's welcoming reception -- to their caring approach to
my dental needs.

by Anon on 2010-12-09
Staff is always friendly and professional. I enjoy my visits with the dentists and the
staff.

by Paul M on 2010-12-08
The ladies at the front desk are very friendly and helpful. I had no wait and was in and
out efficiently with excellent care.

by Joy C on 2010-12-07
Dr. Tiffany is so sweet and gentle and makes you feel so comfortable in an
experience most people are afraid of!!

by Peter K on 2010-12-06
Dentist and hygenist made sure my fillings were perfect.

by Peter K on 2010-11-26
Always very friendly and professional. Makes the visits a good experience.

by Anon on 2010-11-21
I just wanted you to tell you not to use my email so much.

by Catherine M on 2010-11-19
I was scared and nervous to pick a dentist for my family but the minute I stepped into
the office, all my worries were left at the door. Every single staff member including the
staff on the phone truly seemed to love their job. I will make it a personal mission to
recommend Dentistry by Design to every single person I know!

by Polly H on 2010-11-11
Kim did my cleaning today and it is always so much fun to catch up on what's going
on in each others lives. She is very good about letting me know where I need to focus
on my brushing and flossing.

by Quentin B on 2010-11-04
Yours is the kind of business where we can't imagine going anywhere else. We
appreciate the quality of care and the friendly service.

by Ann G on 2010-10-21
Although I don't look forward to fillings, Tiffany is so careful to make it painfree and
she is fun to visit with while the shots start to work, that I don't mind the work.

NPS: N/A

by Steven P on 2010-10-20
WERE CARING ABOUT MY DENTAL CONCERNS

by Greg K on 2010-10-16
Great service, very pleasant and personable team. Like the fact this is a family owned
abd operated office.

by Arne T on 2010-10-06
TO THE GALS AT THE DESKS TO THE GUY AND GAL OVER MY AND IN MY
MOUTH--THANK YOU FOR SUCH GREAT AND PERSONABLE CARE. ARNE

by Brian N on 2010-09-30
DR.Timothy Tweedy is the best Dentist that I had the pleasure to Meet!!!!!

by Lorraine P on 2010-09-23
Everyone is friendly and makes you as comfortable as possible. Also they keep well
informed of what's going on. They try to get you in and out as quickly as possible, at

the same time, being great at what they do. This starts from the time you walk in the
door until you leave.

by Charles M on 2010-09-21
Everyone is very friendly and professional at the same time.

by Jeff P on 2010-09-13
Very thorough and professional, as always.

by Anon on 2010-09-02
I like the friendly staff and service...

by Mary M on 2010-09-02
On time,professional staff,clean environment,accommodating to my needs and
schedule. Dr. Tiffany was great.

by Sharon B on 2010-08-19
Loved my visit today. Very stress free and painless.

by Karen E on 2010-08-12
I'm not fond of going to the dentist, but Dentistry by Design always takes excellent
care of me. I always tell friends and coworkers, who have any concerns or fears at

going to the dentist, to give Dentistry by Design a try. You won't be sorry you tried
them....they take great care of their patients!

by Peggy G on 2010-08-10
Great staff, friendly experience all around.

by Charles Mon 2010-08-06
Lisa is a great dental hygentist; she is extremely competent and friendly.

by Eric M on 2010-08-03
Excellent customer service. Everything done to the highest standards.

by Anon on 2010-08-03
As always... 5.0 rating with excellent service, skill, knowledge, professionalism and
comfort care by ALL the staff at Dentistry by Design! Your dentistry visit will not only
make your oral health better, but you will also feel at ease with the sincere concern
and friendliness of the Dentistry by Design "family."

by Sophie D on 2010-07-29
Kim really makes my visit a good experience. Thanks!

by Franz Jr S on 2010-07-27

Thorough and up-front cleaning with friendly staff

by Sharon B on 2010-07-22
Had a great visit today. Very impressed with everyone.

by Kari M on 2010-07-22
as always i appreciate the care and concern of dr. tim and the thorough way he
explains treatment options.

by Gary O on 2010-07-16
I hope someone is reviewing this before posting it live.

by Jeff P on 2010-07-16
I was able to get in right away to have a broken crown removed, and a temporary
crown made and put in place in about an hour. It went quite smoothly. Always very
professional.

by Sandra S on 2010-07-15
excellent service. Thank you.

by Anon on 2010-07-14
On Monday evening I went to dinner with my family and realized my tooth was
bothering me a bit but nothing serious. I woke the next morning and it had become

serious. I called Dentistry by Design who got me in immediately. Upon checkin, I
didn't even make it to a chair and the were taking me to a chair. After a brief
explination and some X-rays, they were off to work on the culprit. They explained
everything and were excellent.

by Megan B on 2010-07-09
Overjoyed with my care and the outcome of my treatment.

by Lorraine P on 2010-06-04
EVERYONE THAT I AND FAMILY MEMBERS(YOUNG TO OLD) HAVE BEEN
TREATED BY HAVE BEEN VERY CONSIDERATE AND HELPFUL, ANYWHERE
FROM THE GIRLS BEHIND THE DESK TO SCHEDULE APPOINTMENTS AND
HELP WITH INSURANCE AND BILLING TO THE HYGENISTS AND THE
DENTISTS. YOU ALL LISTEN AND ARE WILLING TO HELP WITH ANYTHING.
LOTS OF GOOD SUGGESTIONS, EXAMPLES AND BEST OF ALL OPTIONS!
THANKS TO ALL

by Anon on 2010-05-13
Excellent cleaning and service. Everyone in the office treats you as a valued person.

by Mark J on 2010-05-08
What do you want me to say? Good buainess.

by Scott on 2010-05-08
The service was very friendly and upbeat. I felt like a valued customer.

by Polly H on 2010-05-08
Everyone is always friendly and professional.

by Paul M on 2010-05-06
Everyone from beginning to end was very polite and interactive. Nice group of people

by Kari M on 2010-05-04
I arrived at Dentistry by Design in late 2009 after a very negative experience through
another local dentist. Dr. Tiffany immediately made me feel comfortable when I
needed it most. I knew I was in good hands. I have since been treated by both Drs.
Tiffany and Timothy. Each visit has been wonderful and the work they have done is
amazing! I truly appreciate their genuine concern, support, and open dialogue. I no
longer fear my trips to the dentist - instead i actually look forward to them. Thank you!

by William K on 2010-05-01
Everyone listened to William's needs, as well as the direction from us (his parents).
His dental hygienist did a wonderful job making him feel comfortable and at ease.
Thank you.

by Susan D on 2010-04-30
The people are always friendly and the service is professional.

by Karen E on 2010-04-15

The Tweedy's and their staff are fantastic! They always go the extra mile to make
sure I'm comfortable and I really appreciate that considering I get somewhat nervous
when I visit the dentist's office. THANK YOU!!!

by Erika L on 2010-04-06
Erika said the Hygenist who was helping her was very nice and she even told me
about the conversation they had while she waited for Dr. Tim.

by Bruce P on 2010-02-12
I feel like I am with family when I have my cleanings, fillings, ect. You all communicate
with "strangers" so well! Its nice to go there and not feel like im "intruding". I would
recommend this Denist Facility to anyone! See you Monday!!

by Jeanne L on 2010-02-12
I have been a patient at Dentistry By Design for approximately 14 years. I have been
completely happy with the staff and service I have received all these years. The staff
has always been kind, fun and uplifting to me and my family. We wouldn't go
anywhere else.

by Karen E on 2010-02-08
Dentistry by Design and the Tweedy's have always been very conscientous and
thorough when taking care of my dental needs. The Tweedy's and their staff always
care about me as a person and as a patient. I appreciate everyone's friendliness and
even though I'm petrified of the word "dentist", I always like to see everyone. I know
they will take good care of me!

by Anon on 2010-01-30

Dental work was very good. That's the bottom line. Business part of the dental
practice is very good and helpful.

by Charles M on 2010-01-29
Overall it was a pleasant experience.

by Anon on 2010-01-28
My family has been patients of Dentistry By Design for 20 years. They are like family
to their clientele...always concerned, ready to do whatever it is that will make the visit,
procedure, or experience A+. It's actually FUN to go to the dentist. It's nice to see
those smiling faces from customers and staff.

